Exchange Program

Students from other countries who would like to spend part of their degree at Polytech Tours can do so through the International Exchange program. The International Exchange program is proposed for students from our partner universities worldwide, earning credits to transfer back to their home university.

Polytech Tours can welcome students for :

- COURSES IN THE FIELDS OF
  - Computer Science
  - Electronics and Energy Systems
  - Mechanics and System design
  - Urban and Territorial Planning and Environment

- INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS IRDEP (SUPERVISED BY A PROFESSOR OF POLYTECH TOURS AND/OR A PROFESSOR FROM THE PARTNER UNIVERSITY)

This program enables students to develop high level scientific knowledge and intercultured skills that are most valuable in today's business world.

Contact

Contact the International relations office
international.polytech@univ-tours.fr
Testimony

Nikos

I am a student at the Technical Educational Institute of Crete. There are a lot of reasons why I chose Polytech Tours - Mechanics department. Firstly, my University department in Crete is cooperating with Polytech Tours. Secondly, I always wanted to learn French so I thought that it would be good to come to France to learn the language, and at the same time to study on my subject in English. Polytech Tours offers me that opportunity. Finally, I was informed that it is a university that is highly experienced as well as well equipped in terms of technology so I came to the city of Tours on an Erasmus program.

The city of Tours is very easy to get used to, it is a magical city with beautiful nature, castles, rivers, big parks and a great nightlife.